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In the City by Dana Fowler, Solid Waste Director 

 

The high cost of petroleum products last summer caused many of us to examine 

our life style in order to reduce expenses, particularly with our motor vehicles and home 

heating systems.  One of the big changes that many people made was to purchase a wood 

pellet stove to reduce their dependence on high priced oil.  For a reasonable investment, 

one could heat a home with wood pellets made from wood waste, which is available right 

here in the County.  For this reason, pellet stove were a popular addition to many homes. 

 

Now that we are well into the heating season, those pellet stoves have been 

working hard to keep us warm through record breaking cold temperatures.  The typical 

homeowner is burning at least one bag of wood pellets every day, which adds up to 200 

or so bags for the heating season.  For every bag of pellets burned, an empty bag is 

generated as waste. 

 

 One of the most remarkable changes that we have seen in many years in our waste 

stream at the landfill is the number of empty pellet bags that we see in the trash.  It is 

amazing how many empty bags there are and we are not the only landfill that has noticed 

this.  The challenge for us is not the amount of space that they take up in the landfill, but 

rather how many of these empty bags end up as litter blowing around the landfill.   

 

Imagine yourself standing on top of a very large building that is four to five 

stories high.  Now imagine standing on that flat roof on a very windy day and attempting 

to move trash to its final resting place on a particular place on the roof.  You get the idea.  

Lightweight materials, particularly plastic bags, can become litter in a matter of seconds. 

 

Here is how you can help us and all landfills.  Plastic shopping bags in your trash 

are one problem.  Reuse them for your grocery shopping or recycle them in stores with 

collection bins for plastic shopping bags.  Recycling your plastic shopping bags will 

prevent them from ever being problematic. 

 

For those of you that do generate empty pellet bags, there are a couple of steps 

that you can take to alleviate this “plastic sagebrush” from blowing around the landfill.  

Simply take a single empty pellet bag and stuff as many empty pellet bags into it as 

possible.  The idea is to make it as heavy as possible, so that it will not become litter.  

Unfortunately, there is no recycling market for empty pellet bags because the wood dust 

contaminates the makes the plastic, making it virtually worthless as a commodity. 

 

So keep up the good work by using a renewable energy source to reduce our 

dependence on oil.  While you enjoy the warmth of that waste wood, you can also feel 

good about yourself by taking a couple of easy steps to reduce windblown litter at the 
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landfill.  Simply, recycle your plastic shopping bags and pack as many empty pellet bags 

into an empty bag as possible.  Your assistance is greatly appreciated. 

 

Dana Fowler is the Solid Waste Director for the City of Presque Isle.  He can be 

contacted at 764-2507 or via email at dfowler@presqueisleme.us. 

 

 

   


